Library Survey (Quiz) - what have we learned today?

After giving the following propositions your best thought, circle your answer below.

1) There is no article I can get in a library database that is not freely available on the Internet.
   a. True
   b. False

2) A library database always contains (circle all that apply):
   a. Bibliographic records
   b. Magazine articles
   c. Journal articles
   d. Newspapers
   c. Multimedia

3) The following statements are true for Academic Search Complete
   a. It is a general database of mostly periodicals that will deliver full text of articles
   b. Everything that you find in Academic Search Complete is available in Google Scholar.
   c. You pay for use of Academic Search Complete
   d. It is produced and published by SUNY Sullivan

4) When I search in Google Scholar, I can set my preferences such that it will tell me when an article retrieved is available full text at my library.
   a. True
   b. False
Library Basic Orientation (overview of library web pages)

LIBRARY SURVEY Very basic questions with answers that the beginning student should master.

After giving each proposition your best thought, circle your answer.

- The total number of print volumes in this library is about 50,000. This number is:
  - Equal to
  - Less than
  - More than

The number of e-books in our collection.

- I can read any book or article that exists on the Internet for free.
  - True
  - False

- I can do spot research on any author in Google to see if they are a reliable authority.
  - True
  - False

- Library databases are so student friendly these days that they provide practically do all the research for you; they lay everything out; and even provide your citations ready made.
  - True
  - False
  - Really?
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Very basic questions with answers that the beginning student should master.

After giving each proposition your best thought, circle your answer.

- None of the articles and books that I find via the Library’s Webpage is unsuitable/unacceptable for academic research.
  - True
  - False

- I can access any of the library’s resources through a regular Google search.
  - True
  - False

- I need to apply the CRAP criteria definitely when I do an Internet search; websites always need evaluation.
  - True
  - False

- I can find any author’s credentials by googling them.
  - False
  - True
  - Most of the time

- Which of the following publishers is reliably “academic”
  - Columbia University Press
  - Dell Comics
  - Bridge Publications (Church of Scientology)
  - Shoestring Press, Brooklyn, NY (a membership-based fine art print shop and arts space in Crown Heights)

- Have you found many typos or errors of grammar in books you take out of the library?
  - Yes, all the time
  - No, never
  - Rarely, because reputable publishers have professional editors who proofread before the book is released
Information literacy survey (quiz):

Developing a Topic and Identifying Key Words

1) Which of the following topics is too broad?
   a. Mental Illness
   b. Drug use in college-owned housing
   c. Food services in a hospital setting

2) Which of the following topics is too narrow?
   a. Clinical depression in black males in rural Iowa with a history of agoraphobia
   b. Eating disorders

3) Which of the following is not an example of demographics?
   a. Gender
   b. Location
   c. Credit score
   d. Age
4) Which topic is narrower?
   a. Existentialism
   b. European and American Philosophical schools of the twentieth century

5) When your topic is too broad which is the most effective approach to narrowing your topic?
   a. Narrow by region—where?
   b. Narrow by time period—when?
   c. Narrow by personal subject—who?
   d. All of the above
   c. Change your topic